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PUBLISHER: SEABURY PRESS PUBLICATION DATE: 1968
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW YORK, NY
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0811.D
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0839.A
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STONE COLLECTION
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1264
NOTES: EDITED BY CHRISTINE M. BOCHEN

BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0077
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0085.I (NOT IN DAGGY)
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STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 4p., 22 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0089.E (NOT IN DAGGY)

BUDDHISM AND THE MODERN WORLD
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0096.A
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STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0102.B
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STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0109.A
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STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0118.B
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BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0119.A
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IN: SATURDAY REVIEW 48, (13 FEBRUARY 1965) 28-30
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0124.A
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL;

CHRIST IN THE DESERT
IN: MONASTERY OF CHRIST IN THE DESERT (1967)
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 16p. LOCATION: Merton/Lax
PROVENANCE: NAOMI BURTON STONE
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0130.B

CHRIST SUFFERS AGAIN
IN: ACTION NOW 5 n.5 (MARCH 1952) p.13
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0132

CHRISTIANISME ET QUESTION RACIALE AUX ETATS-UNIS
UNIFORM TITLE: CHRISTIANITY AND RACISM IN THE UNITED STATES. FRENCH.
IN: FRERES DU MONDE 31 (1965) p.50-65
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0162.E
NOTES: SHELVED WITH 2.429.5

CHRISTMAS DEVOTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0164.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES (COMPLETE PUBLICATION AND SEPARATE PAGES)

CHRISTMAS DISCOVERY-A KNOWLEDGE OF IDENTITY
UNIFORM TITLE: THE CHRISTMAS DEVOTION
IN: CATHOLIC DIGEST 34 n.2 (DECEMBER 1969) p.17-18
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0164
CHRISTMAS SERMONS OF BL. GUERRIC
IN: COLLECTANEA CISTERCIENSIVM ORDINIS REFORMATORMUM 17 (OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1955) p.229-244
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0177

CISTERCIANS AND STUDY
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 6 (1971) p.180-183
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0177
NOTES: 3 COPIES; TRANSCRIPTION FROM TAPED LECTURE; PORTION OF PERIODICAL;

CITY OF GOD
AUTHOR: SAINT AUGUSTINE (INTRODUCTION BY THOMAS MERTON)
PUBLISHER: MODERN LIBRARY/RANDOM HOUSE, INC. PUBLICATION DATE: 1950
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW YORK, NY
SIZE: 892p.
PROVENANCE: JOE KOTCKA
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0469
NOTES: DUSTJACKET

CLASSIC CHINESE THOUGHT
IN: JUBILEE 8 N.9 (JANUARY 1961) p.26-32
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0179.A

COMMUNITY, POLITICS, AND CONTEMPLATION
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 N.5 (JANUARY 1971) p.241-246
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0195
NOTES: EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE

CONFERENCE ON PRAYER
IN: SISTERS TODAY 41 N.8 (APRIL 1970) p.449-456
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0202
NOTES: TRANSCRIBED AND EDITED BY BRO. PATRICK HART AND NAOMI BURTON STONE

CONJECTURES OF A GUILTY BYSTANDER
IN: LIFE 61 N.6 (AUGUST 5, 1966) p.60-73
SIZE: 8p.
CONTEMPLATION AND ECUMENISM
IN: SEASON 3 n.3 (FALL 1965) p.133-142
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0210

CONTEMPLATION IN A ROCKING CHAIR
IN: INTEGRITY 2 n.11 (AUGUST 1948) p.15-23
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0213

CONTEMPLATION IN A WORLD OF ACTION
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 n.7 (MARCH 1971) p. 345-351
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0214

CONTEMPLATIVE AND THE ATHEIST
IN: SCHEMA X111 1 n.1 (JANUARY 1970) p.11-18
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 8p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.216.A

CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE: ITS MEANING AND NECESSITY
IN: DUBLIN REVIEW 223, WINTER 1949, p.26-35
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0219

CROSS FIGHTERS: NOTES ON A RACE WAR
IN: SAVORY, TEO, ED., UNICORN JOURNAL 1, pp. 26-40
PUBLISHER: UNICORN PRESS PUBLICATION DATE: 1968
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: SANTA BARBARA, CA
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0233.A

DANS LE DESERT DE DIEU
UNIFORM TITLE: DISPUTED QUESTIONS. NOTES FOR A PHILOSOPHY OF SOLITUDE. FRENCH. SELECTIONS.
IN: TEMOIGNAGES 48 (MARCH 1955) p.132-136
PROVENANCE: DATE CATALOGED: 1994-11-15
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0807.A

DAY OF A STRANGER
IN: HUDSON REVIEW 20, (SUMMER 1967) p.211-218
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0249.A
NOTES: PAGES FROM PUBLICATION

DEATH OF A HOLY TERROR; THE STRANGE STORY OF FRERE PASCAL
IN: JUBILEE 15 (JUNE 1967) p.35-38
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0253.B
DEATH OF A TRAPPIST
IN: INTEGRITY 2 n.2 (NOVEMBER 1947) p.3-8
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0254

DER HEILIGE JOHANNES VOM KREUZ
UNIFORM TITLE: ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS. GERMAN.
IN: PERSPEKTIVEN 4 (AUGUST 1953) p.51-62
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0964.E

DRAWINGS OF THOMAS MERTON
IN: VOYAGES 1 n.1 (FALL 1967) p.53-60
PROVENANCE: JEAN WALDOCK
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0279.C

DUE MEDITAZIONI PER I MEMBRI: IL SACERDOTE IN UNIONE CON MARIA IMMACOLATA
UNIFORM TITLE: TWO MEDITATIONS FOR OUR MEMBERS: THE PRIEST IN UNION WITH
MARY IMMACULATE. ITALIAN.
IN: CONVIVIUM 1 (1956) p.26-36
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.1173.B]
NOTES: AUTOGRAPHED AND INSCRIBED: "WITH VERY BEST WISHES IN THE HOLY
SPIRIT. FR. LOUIS, PENTECOST 1956

EASTER: THE NEW FIRE STRUCK FROM DARKNESS
IN: PILOT (BOSTON) (5 APRIL 1969) p.9
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0282.5]
NOTES: PAGE FROM NEWSPAPER

ELECTED SILENCE
UNIFORM TITLE: SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN. SELECTIONS.
IN: MONTH (LONDON) 1 n.3 (MARCH 1949) p.158-179; 1 n.4 (APRIL 1949)
p.221-240
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0291

ENEMY OF THE STATE
IN: PAX BULLETIN 97 (MAY 1965) p.3-4
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 25 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0292.A

FACE: TERTULLIAN AND ST. CYPRIAN ON VIRGINS
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 6 (1971) p.334-342
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0316.A
NOTES: 4 COPIES; ABRIDGED TRANSCRIPTION OF 1962 TAPED CONFERENCE; PORTION
OF PERIODICAL;

FEW QUESTIONS AND FEWER ANSWERS: EXTRACTS FROM A MONASTIC NOTEBOOK
IN: HARPER'S MAGAZINE 231 n.1386 (NOVEMBER 1965) p.79-81
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0326
NOTES: 2 COPIES
FIRST CHRISTMAS AT GETHSEMANI
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0333.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES; PAGES FROM PERIODICAL

FOR A RENEWAL OF EREMITISM IN THE MONASTIC STATE
IN: COLLECTANEA CISTERCIENSIA 27 n.2 (1965) p.121-149
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0341.B
NOTES: OFFPRINT

FOREWARD IN "MYSTICISM OF THE CLOUD OF UNKNOWING" BY WILLIAM JOHNSTON
IN: Foreward in above publication
PUBLISHER: DESCLEE & COMPANY PUBLICATION DATE: 1992
SIZE: 6p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0346

FOREWARD TO "VICTOR HAMMER, A RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION"
IN: Foreward to publication above
PUBLISHER: NORTH CAROLINA MUSEUM OF ART PUBLICATION DATE: 1965
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: RALEIGH, NC
SIZE: 91p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0351

FOREWORD TO SAINT BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX
IN: Foreword to publication above
PUBLISHER: HENRY REGNERY COMPANY PUBLICATION DATE: 1953
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: CHICAGO, IL
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 276P.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0350
NOTES: DUSTJACKET

FROM PILGRIMAGE TO CRUSADE
IN: CITHARA 4 n.1 (NOVEMBER 1964) p.3-21
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0366.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES;

FUNCTION OF A MONASTIC REVIEW
IN: COLLECTANEA CISTERCIENSIA 27 n.1 (1965) p.9-13
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0369
NOTES: OFFPRINT OF PORTION OF PERIODICAL

GIFT OF UNDERSTANDING
IN: TIGER'S EYE 1 n.6 (15 DECEMBER 1948) p.41-45
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0383.A
GUERRIC OF IGNY'S EASTER SERMONS
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 7, 1972, p.85-96
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0398
NOTES: 2 COPIES; TRANSCRIPTION OF TAPED CONFERENCES; PORTION OF PERIODICAL;

HUIT CHANTS DE LIBERTE
IN: FRERES DU MONDE 31 (1965) p.67-74
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0429.5]
NOTES: POETRY

HUMANITY OF CHRIST IN MONASTIC PRAYER
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0432.A
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL

HUXLEY'S PANTHEON
IN: LAUREL 42 n.2 (NOVEMBER 1940) p.18-19, 23
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0435.C
NOTES: "REPRINTED FROM CATHOLIC WORLD REVIEW, NOVEMBER 1940"

I BEGIN TO MEDITATE
IN: CATHOLIC DIGEST 13 n.1 (NOVEMBER 1948) p.116-120
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0436.A

I SING OF A MAIDEN, (REVIEW)
IN: COMMONWEAL (20 FEBRUARY 1948) p.477-478
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0439.5]
NOTES: PAGE FROM PERIODICAL

I WILL BE YOUR MONK
IN: CATHOLIC WORLD 171 n.1022, MAY 1950, p.86-93
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0440
NOTES: 2 COPIES; INTRO. COMMENTS BY SR. THERESE LENTFOEHR, SDS

IF WE LOVE HIM
UNIFORM TITLE: WATERS OF SILOE. SELECTIONS.
IN: THINKER'S DIGEST 11 n.1 (AUTUMN 1949) p.28
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0445.5 (NOT IN DAGGY)

INTRODUCTION: GOD IS MY LIFE: THE STORY OF OUR LADY OF GETHSEMANI
IN: Introduction by Merton
PUBLISHER: REYNAL & CO. PUBLICATION DATE: 1960
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW YORK, NY
SIZE: p.7-9
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0470
NOTES: PHOTOS BY SHIRLEY BURDEN; 2 COPIES
IS MYSTICISM NORMAL?
IN: COMMONWEAL 51 n.4 (NOVEMBER 4, 1949) p.94-98
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0496
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LA VIE CONTEMPLATIVE DANS LE MONDE ACTUEL
UNIFORM TITLE: IS THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE DEAD?
PUBLISHER: DESCLEE DE BROUWER PUBLICATION DATE: 1976
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: PARIS, FRANCE
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 97p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0498
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LACTANTIUS
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 7 (1972) p.243-255
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0522
NOTES: 3 COPIES; ABRIDGED TRANSCRIPTION OF CONFERENCES; PORTION OF PERIODICAL;

LETTER FROM ASIA
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0537.5 (NOT IN DAGGY)

LETTERS OF ADAM OF PERSEIGNE
AUTHOR: PERIGO, GRACE, TRANS. (INTRODUCTION BY THOMAS MERTON)
PUBLISHER: CISTERCIAN PUBLICATIONS PUBLICATION DATE: 1976
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: KALAMAZOO, MI
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 207p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0324.B
NOTES: DUSTJACKET

LIFE FREE FROM CARE
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 5, n.3 (1970) p.217-227
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0578
NOTES: 2 COPIES; PORTION OF PERIODICAL; OFFPRINT; TRANSCRIPTION OF TAPED CONFERENCE;

LIFE THAT UNIFIES
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 n. 2 (OCTOBER 1970) p.65-73
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 9p., 23cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0585
NOTES: 2 COPIES; 1 COVER MISSING; EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE

LITURGICAL RENEWAL: THE OPEN APPROACH
UNIFORM TITLE: SEASONS OF CELEBRATION
IN: CRITIC 33, 1964 DECEMBER, p.10-15
MERTON STUDIES CENTER
DATE: 1963
PUBLISHER: UNICORN PRESS PUBLICATION DATE: 1971
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: SANTA, BARBARA, CA
STONE COLLECTION
SIZE: 24p.
PROVENANCE: 1 COPY-STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0201
NOTES: 4 COPIES; 3 HB, 1 PB INSCRIBED TO FR. IRENAEUS FROM PATRICK HART; 1 COPY INSCRIBED TO NAOMI FROM PATRICK HART; PAGES 7-9 ARTICLE BY H O R R I G A N
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MODERN SPIRITUALLY SERIES
PUBLISHER: TEMPLEGATE PUBLICATION DATE: 1990
SIZE: 95 p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0656.5]
NOTES: EDITED BY AILEEN TAYLOR: INTRO BY MONICA FURLONG;

MOINE ET LE CHASSEUR
UNIFORM TITLE: MONK AND HUNTERS. FRENCH.
IN: DIEU VIVANT (PARIS) 17 (1950) p.93-98
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0679.B

MONK AND HUNTERS
IN: COMMONWEAL 54 n.2 (20 APRIL 1951) p.39-40
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0679.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES

MONK IN THE DIASPORA
IN: COMMONWEAL 79 n.25 (20 MARCH 1964) p.741-745
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0684.A

MONT ATHOS
UNIFORM TITLE: MOUNT ATHOS. FRENCH.
IN: CONTACTS: REVUE FRANCAISE DE L'ORTHODOXIE (PARIS) 30 (SPRING 1960)
p.92-109
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0693.D

MORTE D'URBAN: TWO CELEBRATIONS
IN: WORSHIP 36 (NOVEMBER 1962) p.645-650
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0690.A

MY VISITS TO THE SECULAR BOOKHOUSE
IN: STAFF LOG LOUISVILLE FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY) 24 n.2 (DECEMBER 1959) p.1-4
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0698
MYSTICS AND ZEN MASTERS
IN: CHINESE CULTURE 6 n.2 (MARCH 1965) p.1-18
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 26 cm
PROVENANCE: 1 COPY-STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0704.A
NOTES: OFFPRINT; 2 COPIES;

NEGRO VIOLENCE AND WHITE NON-VIOLENCE
IN: NATIONAL CATHOLIC REPORTER 3 (6 SEPTEMBER 1967) p.8
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0712
NOTES: PAGE FROM NEWSPAPER

NEL DESERTO
IN: CAMALDOLI 9 n.40 (1955) p.1-5
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0713.5 (NOT IN DAGGY)

NO MORE STRANGERS
IN: CATHOLIC WORKER 32 n.6 (FEBRUARY 1966) p.5
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0731
NOTES: 2 COPIES; FROM INTRODUCTION TO "NO MORE STRANGERS", BY PHILIP BERRIGAN

ONE SUNDAY IN NEW YORK
IN: INFORMATION (THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN AMERICAN LIFE) 62 n.10 (OCTOBER 1948) p.437-441.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0766

OPEN YOUR BIBLE
UNIFORM TITLE: OPENING THE BIBLE
IN: CATHOLIC DIGEST 35 n.6 (APRIL 1971) p.28-32.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0769.B

ORIGINAL CHILD BOMB: POINTS FOR MEDITATION TO BE SCRATCHED ON THE WALLS OF A CAVE
IN: PAX (1961)
SIZE: 1p. 42 x 54.5cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0771.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES;

OTHER SIDE OF DESPAIR: NOTES ON CHRISTIAN EXISTENTIALISM
IN: CRITIC 24, n.2 (OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1965) p.13-23
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0773.A

OTRA CARA DE LA DESESPERACION
UNIFORM TITLE: OTHER SIDE OF DESPAIR. SPANISH.
IN: SUR 300 (MAY-JUNE 1966) p.29-46
SIZE: 18p., 20 x 11cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0773.D
PERIL OF NUCLEAR HELL SPURS PEACE SEEKERS
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0801.1
NOTES: THIS IS INTRO TO "BREAKTHROUGH TO PEACE"

PLACE OF OBEDIENCE IN MONASTIC RENEWAL
IN: AMERICAN BENEDICTINE REVIEW 16 (SEPTEMBER 1965) p.359-368
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0810
NOTES: OFFPRINT

PLAGUE, INTRODUCTION AND COMMENTARY
IN: RELIGIOUS DIMENSIONS IN LITERATURE, p.49
PUBLISHER: SEABURY PRESS PUBLICATION DATE: 1983
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW YORK, NY
SIZE: 39p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0881.C (NOT IN DAGGY)

POETRY AND THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE
IN: COMMONWEAL 46 (4 JULY 1947) p.280-286
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0817.A
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL

POORER MEANS
PUBLISHER: HOLY CROSS CONVENT, HAYWARDS HEATH SUS PUBLICATION DATE:
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 5p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0820.C

POORER MEANS
UNIFORM TITLE: POORER MEANS: A MEDITATION ON WAYS TO UNITY
IN: MEDITATIONS ON CHRISTIAN UNITY n.25 (1965) 5p.
PUBLISHER: HAYWARDS HEATH PUBLICATION DATE: 1965
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: ENGLAND
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 5p., 22 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0820.C

POPE OF THE VIRGIN MARY
IN: PIO XI PONT. MAX. POS TRID SEL KALENDAS MARTIAS MDCCCCLXXVI-MDCCCCLVI
(ROME) p.399-415
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0821.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES; INSCRIPTION BY THOMAS MERTON TO NAOMI/FR. IRENAEUS;

PRAYER AND CONSCIENCE
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 n.8 (APRIL 1971) p.409-418
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23 cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0828
NOTES: 3 COPIES; EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE
PRAYER, PERSONALISM, AND THE SPIRIT  
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 n.3 (NOVEMBER 1970) p. 129-136  
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23cm.  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0834  
NOTES: 3 COPIES; EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE

PRAYER, TRADITION, AND EXPERIENCE  
IN: SISTERS TODAY 42 n.6 (FEBRUARY 1971) p.285-293  
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23 cm  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0837  
NOTES: EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE

PRAYING THE PSALMS  
IN: WORSHIP 29 n.8 (SEPTEMBER 1955) p.481-483  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0838

PREFACE TO "RUSSIAN MUSTICS" BY SERGIUS BOLSHAKOFF  
IN: Cistercian Studies  
PUBLISHER: CISTERCIAN STUDIES PUBLICATION DATE: 1980  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0843

PRIMACY OF CONTEMPLATION  
IN: CROSS AND CROWN 2 n.1 (MARCH 1950) p.3-16  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0859.5]

PRISON MEDITATIONS OF FATHER ALFRED DELP  
AUTHOR: DELP, FR. ALFRED (INTRODUCTION BY THOMAS MERTON)  
PUBLISHER: HERDER & HERDER PUBLICATION DATE: 1963  
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW YORK, NY  
PROVENANCE: St. John Convent (1)  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0473.D  
NOTES: 3 copies; 2 dust cover; DESCRIPTION FROM DUSTJACKET GLUED INSIDE FRONT COVER (1)

PSALMS AND CONTEMPLATION  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0878.A thru 2.0878.C

PSALMS AS POETRY  
IN: COMMONWEAL 59 n.4 (30 OCTOBER 1953) p.79-81  
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0879

PSAUMES ET LA CONTEMPLATION  
UNIFORM TITLE: PSALMS AND CONTEMPLATION  
IN: MASSES OUVRIERES 9 (APRIL 1953) p.35-60
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0878.E

RACCOGLIMENTO
IN: CAMALDI 9 n.42 (AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1955) p.81-88
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0889.1

RAIN AND THE RHINOCEROS
IN: HOLIDAY 37, MAY 1967, p. 8, 10, 12, 15-16
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0894.B
NOTES: PORTIONS OF PERIODICAL

REBIRTH AND THE NEW MAN IN CHRISTIANITY
UNIFORM TITLE: NEW MAN (PREFACE TO JAPANESE EDITION)
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 13 n.4, 1978, p.289-296
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0905.B
NOTES: appeared for first time in this publication

RECUEILLEMENT
UNIFORM TITLE: NO MAN IS AN ISLAND. SELECTIONS.
IN: TEMOIGNAGES (JULY 1955) p.321-330
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0909.1
NOTES: OFFPRINT

REFLECTIONS ON SOME RECENT STUDIES ON ST. ANSELM
IN: MONASTIC STUDIES 3 (1965) p.221-234
STONE COLLECTION
PROVENANCE: 1 COPY-STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0912.B
NOTES: 1 copy; 2 OFFPRINTS

RENEWAL AND DISCIPLINE IN THE MONASTIC LIFE
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0922.A
NOTES: OFFPRINT

REVIEW OF "THE THIRD SPIRITUAL ALPHABET" BY FRANCISCO DE OSUNA
IN: COMMONWEAL 48, 1948 MAY 7, p.85-86
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1110
NOTES: PORTION OF PERIODICAL;

ROOT OF WAR
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0938.D

SACREMENT DE L'AVENT DANS LA SPIRITUALITE' DE SAINT BERNARD
UNIFORM TITLE: SACRAMENT OF ADVENT IN THE SPIRITUALITY OF ST. BERNARD.FRENCH.
SAINT BERNARD ET L'AMÉRIQUE
UNIFORM TITLE: WATERS OF SILOE. FRENCH. SELECTIONS.
IN: SAINT BERNARD: HOMME D'ÉGLISE (TEMOIGNAGES: CAHIERS DE LA PIERRE-QUI-VIRE; 38-39)
PUBLISHER: DESCLÉE DE BROUWER PUBLICATION DATE: 1953
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: PARIS
SIZE: p.88-98
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0953.1.B (NOT IN DAGGY)
NOTES: OFFPRINT; HANDWRITTEN NOTE BY MERTON ON COVER.

SAINT BERNARD, MONK AND APOSTLE
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0954.B

SALVE REGINA
IN: Music STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 8p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0971
NOTES: ACCOMPANIMENT, MUSICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTES; WITH A MEDITATION ON THE TEXT BY MERTON;

SAN GIOVANNI DELLA CROCE
UNIFORM TITLE: ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS. ITALIAN.
IN: PROSPETTI 4 (1953) p.67-76
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0964.F

SCHOOLBOY IN ENGLAND
UNIFORM TITLE: SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN. SELECTIONS.
IN: COMMONWEAL 48 (27 AUGUST 1948) p.469-471
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0976
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL

SCHOOLBOY'S LAMENT
UNIFORM TITLE: SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN. SELECTIONS.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0977
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL

SECOND COMING
UNIFORM TITLE: LIVING BREAD. SELECTIONS.
IN: JUBILEE 3 n.12 (APRIL 1956) p.6-9
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0981.A

SELF DENIAL AND THE CHRISTIAN
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0987.A

SEPTEMBER, 1949
IN: MONTH 3 n.2 (FEBRUARY 1950) p.107-113
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0995

SEVEN PHOTOGRAPHS
IN: ADENA 3 n.2, FALL 1978, p.51
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0999
NOTES: ALSO ARTICLE ABOUT MERTON

SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN
UNIFORM TITLE: SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN. SELECTIONS.
IN: LAUREL FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE (1949) p.13-16.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1000.5 (NOT IN DAGGY)
NOTES: 4 COPIES,

SHOSHONEANS (REVIEW)
IN: CATHOLIC WORKER 33 n.8 (JUNE 1967) p.5-6
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1007.A

SOLITARY LIFE
IN: CRITIC 35 n.3, SPRING 1977, p.34-42
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1027.B

SPIRITUAL DIALOGUE OF EAST AND WEST (COMMENT ON)
IN: COLLECTANEA CISTERCIENSIA 27, 1965, p.77
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1048
NOTES: OFFPRINT; ALSO COMMENTS BY MERTON ON BREIT/DAGGY #'s 2.1262, 2.625, 2.186, 2.765, 2.691, 2.1123, 2.1150;

SPIRITUAL FATHER IN THE DESERT TRADITION
IN: MONASTIC STUDIES 5 EASTER 1968) p.87-111
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23 cm LOCATION:
PROVENANCE: DATE CATALOGED: 1995-01-06
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1051.C

ST. BERNARD, MONK AND APOSTLE
IN: CROSS AND CROWN 5 n.3 (SEPTEMBER 1953) p.251-263
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0954.A

ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS
IN: PERSPECTIVES USA 4 (SUMMER 1953) p.52-61
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0964.B

ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS
ST. MAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR ON NON-VIOLENCE
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0966.C

STRANGER: POVERTY OF AN ANTI-HERO
IN: SAVORY, TEO, ED., UNICORN JOURNAL 2, pp. 10-19
PUBLISHER: UNICORN PRESS PUBLICATION DATE: 1968
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: SANTA BARBARA, CA
SIZE: 92p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1074

SWEET SAVOR OF LIBERTY
UNIFORM TITLE: SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN. SELECTIONS.
IN: COMMONWEAL 48 (17 SEPTEMBER 1948) p.541-544
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1086.A
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL
SYMBOLISM: COMMUNICATION OR COMMUNION?
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1087.E

SYMBOLISM: COMMUNICATION OR COMMUNION
IN: MONASTIC EXCHANGE 2 (SUMMER 1970) ARTICLES SECTION p.1-10
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1087.A

THIS IS GOD'S WORK
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 23cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1111
NOTES: TRANSCRIBED AND EDITED BY NAOMI BURTON STONE

THOMAS MERTON
UNIFORM TITLE: FAITH AND VIOLENCE. SELECTIONS.
IN: RENEWAL (DECEMBER 1968) p.4
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.0318.5]

THOMAS MERTON 1915-1968, EXCERPTS
IN: COMMONWEAL 89 n.13 (1968-DEC 27) p.435-437
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1113

THOMAS MERTON ON RENUNCIATION
IN: CATHOLIC WORLD 171 n.1.026, SEPTEMBER 1950, p.420-429
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1116
NOTES: INTRO BY SR. THERESE LENTFOEHR. SDS; 2 COPIES;
THOMAS MERTON REPLIES TO A PERCEPTIVE CRITIC
IN: NATIONAL CATHOLIC REPORTER 3 (18 JANUARY 1967) p.4
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1118
NOTES: PAGE OF PERIODICAL;

THREE SAVIORS IN CAMUS: LUCIDITY AND THE OBSURD
IN: THOUGHT 43 n.168 (SPRING 1968) p. 5-23
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 26cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1124
NOTES: 2 COPIES; REPRINTED FROM "THOUGHT" (FORDHAM UNIVERSITY QUARTERLY)

TIME OF THE END IS THE TIME OF NO ROOM
IN: MOTIVE 26 n.3 (DECEMBER 1965) p.4-9
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 28cm
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1128.A

TO EACH HIS DARKNESS: SOME PARADOXES IN JULIAN GREEN
IN: Charlatan I
PUBLISHER: CHARLATAN PUBLICATIONS PUBLICATION DATE: 1964
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: IOWA CITY, IOWA
SIZE: 4p., 28cm.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1130.D (NOT IN DAGGY)

TO LIVE IS TO LOVE
IN: U.S CATHOLIC 37 n.3 (MARCH 1972) p.19-23.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0476.A

TO LIVE IS TO LOVE
AUTHOR: CARDENAL, ERNESTO (INTRODUCTION BY THOMAS MERTON)
PUBLISHER: IMAGE/DOUBLEDAY AND COMPANY PUBLICATION DATE: 1974
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: GARDEN CITY, NY
SIZE: 156p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0476.B
NOTES: PAPERBACK

TO THE EDITOR
IN: C.P.S.A. BULLETIN 4 n.12 (DECEMBER 1941) p.10
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.1132.5]

TODO Y NADA: WRITING AND CONTEMPLATION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1136

TOM MERTON-AS I REMEMBER HIM; I REMEMBER FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
AUTHOR: KEATING, MARY JERDO ; MERTON, THOMAS
IN: COMMUNITY 33 n.2, WINTER 1973, p.13-14; 8-12
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 6.0433; 2.0439
NOTES: 2 ARTICLES, ONE BY KEATING, THE OTHER AN EXCERPT FROM SSM;
TOWARD A THEOLOGY OF PRAYER
IN: CISTERCIAN STUDIES 13, 1978, p.191-199
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1138
NOTES: 2 COPIES; SEPARATE ARTICLE ABOUT MERTON ON LAST PAGE; INTRODUCTION BY NAOMI BURTON STONE; TRANSCRIBED FROM TALK IN INDIA; PORTION OF PERIODICAL;

TOWER OF BABEL
IN: Jubilee
SIZE: 12P
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.1142.5]
NOTES: PLAY REPRINTED FROM "JUBILEE"

TRANSFORMATION OF MYSTICAL MAN IN ISLAM (COMMENT ON)
UNIFORM TITLE: TRANSFORMATION OF MYSTICAL MAN IN ISLAM BY FRITZ MEIER
IN: COLLECTANEA CISTERCIENSIA 27, 1965 p.83-84
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1150
NOTES: FRENCH TRANSLATION BY MEROTN

TRANSFORMING UNION IN ST. BERNARD AND ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1151.A
NOTES: OFFPRINT; Inscriptions by Merton;

TRAPPIST SPEAKS ON PEOPLE, PRIESTS AND PRAYER
IN: MESSENGER OF THE SACRED HEART 83 n.4 (APRIL 1948) p.58-61, 89-90
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1152

TRAPPISTS GO TO UTAH
IN: COMMONWEAL 46 (29 AUGUST 1947) p.470-473
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1153
NOTES: PAGES FROM PERIODICAL;

TRIBUTE FROM THOMAS MERTON IN "DR.MAHANAMBRATO BRAHMACHARI MY IMPRESSIONS" BY WILLIAM BUCHANAN
IN: Tribute in publication above
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.1155.5]
NOTES: THIS COLLECTION ALSO INCLUDES "LECTURES & DISSERTATION" AND "LORD'S GRACE IN MY RACE" BY BRAHMACHARI

TRIBUTE TO FLANNERY O'CONNER
TRIBUTE TO GANDHI
IN: UNICORN JOURNAL 3, 1969, ENDSHEETS
PUBLISHER: UNICORN PRESS
PUBLICATION DATE: 1969
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: SANTA BARBARA, CA
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1157
NOTES: ALSO TRANSLATIONS OF "SEVEN POEMS FROM RETOUR AMONT" BY MERTON;

TRUTH AND CRISIS: PAGES FROM A MONASTIC NOTEBOOK
IN: Gandhi Marg-Oct 1965
PUBLISHER: GANDHI MARG
PUBLICATION DATE: 1965
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: NEW DELHI, INDIA
SIZE: 8p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1163.F (NOT IN DAGGY)
NOTES: "REPRINTED FROM GANDHI MARG, OCTOBER 1965"

TWO CHINESE CLASSICS
IN: CHINESE CULTURE QUARTERLY 4 (JUNE 1962) p.34-41
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1169.A
NOTES: OFFPRINT

TWO CHINESE CLASSICS
IN: CHINESE CULTURE QUARTERLY 4, n.2, JUNE 1962
PUBLISHER: ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY PRESS
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: JAMAICA, NY
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1169.G
NOTES: REPRINTED;

TWO LETTERS OF THE LATE THOMAS MERTON ON THE FUTURE OF MONASTICISM; BUDDHIST MONASTICISM AND MEDITATION
IN: L'OSSERVATORE ROMANO (ROME) 4 (23 JANUARY 1969) p.5, 10.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1171

UNA CHE HA CREDUTO
UNIFORM TITLE: ONE WHO BELIEVED. ITALIAN.
IN: IL SANTO DIE MIRACOLI 89 n.29 (2 AUGUST 1977) p.3
PROVENANCE: MURPHY, JOHN
BREIT/DAGGY NO: [2.1173.5]
NOTES: ALSO ATTACHED TYPED COPY OF TRANSLATION

VIE EREMITIQUE
AUTHOR: GIUSTINIANI, PAUL (PREFACE BY THOMAS MERTON)
PUBLISHER: EDITIONS D'HISTOIRE ET D'ART
PUBLICATION DATE: 1955
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: PARIS, FRANCE
SIZE: 175p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.0844
NOTES: Inscription by Merton, "To Frank, with Best New Year's wishes, Many thanks for your most welcome gift. It is really useful. God Bless you, Fr. M. Louis; some uncut pages;

WAR AND THE CRISIS OF LANGUAGE
IN: GINSBERG, ROBERT, ED. THE CRITIQUE OF WAR: CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLORATIONS.
PUBLISHER: HENRY REGNERY COMPANY PUBLICATION DATE: 1969
PLACE OF PUBLICATION: CHICAGO, IL
STONE COLLECTION SIZE: 360p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1199.A
NOTES: DUSTJACKET

WHITE PEBBLE
IN: SIGN 29 n.12 (JULY 1950) p.26-28,69
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1223.A

Why We Live in Community
AUTHOR: Arnold/Merton/Pennington
IN: Plough
PUBLISHER: Plough PUBLICATION DATE: 1995
SIZE: 73p
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1270 (not in daggy)
NOTES: two interpretive talks by Thomas Merton

WISDOM IN EMPTINESS
AUTHOR: SUZUKI, DAISETZ T./MERTON, THOMAS
IN: NEW DIRECTIONS IN PROSE AND POETRY 17, 1961, p.65-101
STONE COLLECTION
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1233.A
NOTES: Autographed BY MERTON; NO COVER;

ZEN IN JAPANESE ART (REVIEW OF WORK BY HASUMI)
IN: CATHOLIC WORKER 33 (JULY-AUGUST 1967) p.8
SIZE: 1p.
BREIT/DAGGY NO: 2.1258.A
NOTES: 2 COPIES;
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